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-There are two major trends fesearch which'arelhartctristiCally

.
, .

,

1.1.1 4

associated with the politics of language. One.is highly pragmatic and
involves concerted attempts to resolve manSf, of, the-complex problems of
language planning among emergent nations (Rubih, 1962; Rubin andShuy,
1973; and Fishman,4972) or-politically active minority groups (Valdes -'
Finis and Ghrcia-Moya,...1976); and, the ether is basicallS, descriptive
in that it'provides-a repertoire or a categorization of thejnisuses,of
liguage as an instrument oPAImbolic persuasion or oppression (Bos-
maJian, 1974; Lakoff, 1975; and Rahk, 1974). Under the rubric of lan-
guage planning these ,OT scholarly-wOrks whidh deal with the political.
rights of non-stapdard dialects or 1enguages-.50 Clair and Ornstein,
'1975), the study of minority languages (Leich,.977; Stephens, 1976)%
the national policy on language standardization"(Wood, 1977;DeFranciss

.

1975), the use of Esperanto as an international 'auxiliary language
(Zamenhof, 1963; Privat, 1923), bilingualism.(Fishman 1976; Haugen,
1973;.and Cordasco, 1976); and lag age education (R d Castaneda,
1974). In contrast to the papers al research on an .canning with
its emasis on social history, conflict'resolution, illcal

n of lariNage policy, the studies of a des ture
have usually dealt with the language of sexism'(Lakof , 4, Indian
derision (Bosmajian, X975), government impression managemen (Rank
1974 1 uage attitudes (Shuy and Fasold, 1973; Giles and. t.,Clair,
in pre , code switching conflicts (St. Clair and Valdes-Fallis, 1975),
labelling (Becker, 1973; Clinard, 1964; Manning and Zucker4-1976;
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Scheff, 1966) and-the rhetoric of racism.

. Unfortunately, the state Dthe art is still at the descriptive.
level with regard tol,inguistic'research: Most studies about language
planning or the language of ppprestiOn attemptto document and classify
certain recurring phenomena.' What is needed at this time is, a model
which demonstrates sufficient, explanatory power in order to synthesize
some of the insights regarding-the politics of language as it has,mate-
rialized across a broad spectrum of related disciplines. In essence,
this necessitates an explicit and coherent metatheory that incorpdrates
related findings among, such diverse disciplines as political science
(Garson,, 1977; Schuman, 1977), social 'psychology"(Brown, 1965; Stone and
Faberman,.1970;" K fmann, 1973; Lauer and Handel, 1977), phenomenological

rr.Luckmann 1966; C -tis and Petras, 1972). The theory proposed in this
, 1973), 'and the sociology of knowledge (Berger and

t5.z1 essay is based on the foundations of these langdage-related disciplines

--. , \
'..-
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*To-appear in Word Z9 (1): 44-62' and translated as' "la politica del
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and as an emerging paradiwit is best referred as "existential socio-
linguistics"-(Douglas, 1973; Manning, 1973).

- EXISTENTIAL SOCIOLINGUISTICS-

Contemporary Models of the socialog, of'lan uage are patentty,posi-"
tivistic (St. Clair, 1975) in that they are outg owths of the natural
science schocil founded by St. Simon (cf. Markha 1964) and developed'
lw.Comte (cf.4erre).. During the early and.mid 9th century, this group
had establish 'a school in France, L'ecole col echni ue, which not
only adVocated 'the tenets of Bacon's Nuova Scien a, but en aged in .a -.

form of scientism (Hayek,A952). Tgese prop ets of Paris Manuel, 1962)
held the view, that the natural science model of phySid.eepresented the
acme ofointellettual.achievement and consequently should be the paadigm
for all fields of endeavor which seek to become scientific. Comte
(St.. Clair 1971) argued.that'all huMantknowledge must pass through
three distinct stages of development: The quest for an understanding
of knowledge, he adds, begins with the attempts to explain natural
phenomOna.in terms of divine activity. This is followed by a later
stage in which the'forces of divinity are replaced by abstract' forcet
withffi the control, -of humans, and the 'final stage of development cul- f°

minates in a form of positivism in which all phenomena a jeglained
in terms of the unchanging laws of nature. What is sign scant about
Comte and his colleagues is that their model° of a Naturwi senschaft
has continueduntil this 40 in the form of a covert i eo gy un er-
lying the principles of Sclence (Losee, 1972). It, can be found, for
example,ln the underlying philosophy of kk.HWiener Kreisi(Kraft,
1968) with its mandates for a unified scie ceFa- on quantification,
verifipation., and a materialistic then of reference. What the Neo-

./positivists ad4ed to the model of CoMte 1853) was to make the m thod
pf comparison and contrast c nsistent with the principles of logI/Thisvconcern with axioms, p stulatetoand formalization is evidenced
in the work of B1 mfield 1926) and underlies, the works of Harris
(1951), and his s udent, Chomsky (1957). The pervasiveness of posi-

5 tivism isIcit lim ted to structural and neo- structural linguistics.
It.has even infiltrated the various schools of literary structuralism
(Pettit,-1975), and the Russian school f formalism, in particular

)1
(Jameson, 1972). mat this accoilnt of ocial hiStory dem nstrates is
the fact that,linguistics, even fn its eo-structuralist form, is
basically within the tradition of positivism, and as a consequence,
the various schools of sociolinguistics are positivistic (cf. Labov,
'1972). 'Tbe only exception to thisnajor trend can be found in the
works of Hymes (1972). 1 .

Obviously, the model ofexistential .sociolinguistics proposed. here
is not an intrinsic part bf the traditiOn of positiyism. Its genesis
san be found in the counter movement to the positil./sm of corpte, i.e.,
in the Geisteswissenschaften moillOONt of'Dflthey (cf. Rickman, 1967;
Makkreel, 1276). Dilthey disagreed with the pronouncements of the
'natural sciences as viable models for those working in the social and
human sciences. He argued, for example, that in the natural sciences
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the phenomena under investigation is regular, ahistorjcal, and predict-
able. By contrast, the phenomena of the'humanities were unique and
irregular. As .a matter of fact, such events could only be understood
post facto and by a form of methodology which differed sebstantially
from TPTormulism of physics. % The meth4that Dilthey advocated was,'
of course, the hermeneutic tradition of'Schleiermacher. The differ-
en a between these antithftical models. of assessing humakknowlete
were ghly polarized, and as a consequente the.cOntroversy between
those'w o favored the Nat issenschaf .model-:were in sharp contrast
to those ed5cating th- eistesw ssensc Aradition.,,A-.

.",

Natural Science Model 40 _man vence Model
) Regular events Events are unique

Predictability - Events are irregular
Ahistorical/sy chronic ,-_:',...Historical orientation

Quantificatipn NJ.-- mphasis on Values
Mechanistic oal oriented

,r
p

ently, the e conflicting models of:science have 6e n combined
withi the tradition of ethnomethodology (Garfinkel,!'1967).' Thi tom- .
promjs ross traditions leas kept the strong methodological concept

-of-the na ural sciences and integrated it with thestrong, heoretical
and value-oriented practices of the 'social and human sd'g ces (Mehan
anditiood, 1975. Hence the special meanlo attached to e no- methodol-
ogy. This coalescence, it should be noted, was not accothplighed with-
out a price. Upon closer investigation, the adherentslpf the. Geistes-
Wissenschaft traditiorcame to realize that they were hot,against all
of the postulates'or the verification hyPaheses of the Uturwissen!,'"'
schaften. Their poilmt of contenti n4was,that.the Aristotelian laws .= ,"

RTiiiixcluded middle and i e erepefficacious withil the nataralj
sciences, but their status was equivocalWithin the framework of the
social sciences.° To forego these postulates, they argued, would not
Only keep their research within the history of science, buts it would
also be in line with the nature of events studied by them. Well, what
are theseihaws and why have they created problems foronea'group and
not the o er? The law of excluded middle is the first operation of
logical di ision which separates entities into major classes su

i''

di a
p/ not-p. The rationale for this law is readily understandable. An
eztity, is argued, cannot belong to two olasSVS at once, ifcannot
b two nings at the same time. This way of thinking 'is not hew to
linguistics theory as it was the basis fRr the,Wucturalist dogma
about "once a phoneme, always a phoneme" and the controversy regarding
phonemic overlapping. The second law deals with the cOncept of identity
aadwit is baked on the premiss that identf al things all share the same

4171

properties (cif. St. Clair, 1974 a; 1974 b or a, critique within phono-'
logical theory)." Social,scientistsand h 4nists argue that the i

events in. their lives are not consonant withvthese'Aristotelian laws.''
Social events, for example, are not neiworks of caused events because
in the everyday use of language concepts are not useCfps waY. every-
day objects do not -display constanttand stable .properties such as the
entities studied by natural scientists; and,

I

furthermore, the meanings
--.....,

I
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of the n al or socially constructed world are events which constantly
shift (C courel, 1974). The law oft.identity holds that every word, for
e musf`meanAhe same' hing to every person. Olviouslk this
quest fo cmstancy does not old within the phenomenology. oPlanguage.
People react to .the same s bls differently and may-even vary on,their
interpretatvions of the events over., the course of a conversation., Hence,
everyday meanings do'nbt meet with the canons of Aristotelian logic; and
bees p suchldgic distorts language (Ise it must be abandoned. This ''

ifi

apOo h to olassification and methodology (Mehan and Woo01°,1975) is
conso nt with the later works of,Wittgenstein (1953) and his discussion
oil the role that family resemblances)play in language gmqs:'Wittgen-
stein disagreed. with the Aristotelian system of categoric element's
according .0 shared unique properties ,.ox by means of enumeration:' The
latter appears ad hoc and the former is too constraining. As,a 'cense-,
-quence, Wittgenstein argued for a third method of relating elements
within a clasS, viz.,'the family resemblance theory. n one looks at

mem-
bers of the family shares which entitldr:them to be d signated as a,. x''

_a family portrait, he notes, thbre is %unique featu which all

7., family group. They do not share the Mine kinds of eye structure, ?hape
.

of eyebrows, et,c. ' Wha occurs is basically an overlap in shared feat es.
Some have the tame ki s of nose shape,. others may have the same color
eyes, and anoth rrse may have the same jaw structure. This famiho
resemblancemod I can also be found within linguistic theory as evidence
by studies in speech chain enomena (St. Nair, 1974 a; Quackenbukh,
1970). .

, . .

,t4
The reason why th' ap oath -has been.labelled'existentiallis be-

cau`se it is the truncated name for "existential pheilbmenology." The
phenomenological approach of Dilthey, Schleiermacher, acrd Schutz (1967).
It is the same tradition whibh_ethnomethodologislp Orhavegme to. accept
a; being within the mainstay oftlipir discipline and itls the kind of,,
sociolinguistics which is being advocated here. Existential sociology
(Manning, 1973) deals. with such concepts as "intent% "consciousness%
symbolic (interaction:, "values", and "quality." It is not against the
data approach of podltivisN but merely expands data to include biograpli- ,

ical history, perceptual strategies, ankconflict theory (Lyman and
Scott, 1970).

.

Accbrding AD Lyman and Scott (1970), society is astructure of
relationships which is essentially linguistic. This is because people.
come to understand how they are similar or different in their roles and
social realities through the medium of,language. In' their.theory, they
'have-com ihed ethnomethodology, labelling theory, and symbolic inter-

ai
actionis under the rubic of a new term which they have coined -'a
sociolo of the,absurd. The world, they note, is essentially without A

meaning. All systems -of 4110 are conventional and arbitrary. lirte,
the meanings of everyday life must be/carved out through interaction.
Meanings must be designated upon objects and events, and human inten-
tions must be inferredrer attributed to others. eFor those who are
within the social reaYity or pie social role, the issues appear deter-
mjnistic. However, bystanding outside of the system, the (xiStential
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ature'of human society becomes evidele. The former involves a fatalis-
tic time track whereas the latter is humanistic:

--The reason why positivism and existential phenomenology stand apart
as epistemologica concepts are rather obvious. The latter involves a
designation of mean ng onto objects and events. It requir s that dis-

', cernible units of action be carved out from social.interact on in the
:'form of episodes, e counters, and situations. It accepts a ienation and
conflict as normal a d it emphasizes the hermeneutic nature,of human
information processing. Positivists find all of this variation and
uncertainty unbearable. They'seek constancy in the form Of absolutes
whether these be formal universals or substantive ones. In many wayt,
the counter tradition of phenomenology, is more in,line with such. disci-
plines as history, literature, cultural anthropology (Tyler, 1969); the
sociology of knowledge, and symbolic interactionism. 'The transition
fromistructural linguistics to neo-structural transformational grammar
was not as revolutionary as the transition from positivism to phenome
nology which is advocated here.

LANGUAGE PLANNING

Language plannihdin the United States requires an understanding of
social history. It necessitates an. investigation into the dominant
ideologies of the past and their forms of expression in legal terms,
language policies, role-taking, role-support, and symbolic action (Edel-
man, 1971). The ideology of total assimilation (CrevecoeUr; 1782), for
example, provides treat insight into the nature of langoge and public
policy over the last two centuries. The rhetoric!of the melting pot,
hypothesis (Ramirez and.Castaneda, 1974), was allegedly:designed to
create a new stock in America from the diverse flim of immigrants into
this country. However, as Ramirez and Castaneda imte, the me

re

ing pot
was exclusive. It.favod thOse from the NoridC O su h'as thecountries
,Swedes and Danes and excluded other' Europeanssuch as the Pol s, Italians,
(and Spaniards. The indigenous groups in the United States, it should be
mentioned, were not.even considered. within this framework of assimilation.
Hende, Chicanos, Blacks, and Native Americans were devalued and reclassi-
fied.within the rhetoric of oppression.. This id ology of total assimila-
tion explains such linguistic policies as the do grading of foreign
language education'as) rrelevant because it was ssociated with alien
*cultural practices, aft it also explains the tea hing of English as a
second language, or as it was called then - Engl sh for the foreign
.born, merely to provide communicational skills ncomitant th the

reexpectations of a laborer who needs to know eno gh of the la guage and
.,

culture to merely follow orders (Karier,, Violas and Spring, 1973; Greer,
;970). The dominant' ideology was also capitali tic ink nature and
espoused a framework of social darwinism (Hofstidte 1944), a ti-
intellectualism (Hofstadt7,71962), and a corpoi.ate ri del of eiucation .

,,
.)(Katz, 1975; Feinberg, 19 5)r

1.
,

Later, with the advent of the Jazz age, there was a new espoused
ideology in which an ecol,ogy of life styles were allegedly p netted to

I '
I
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coexist peacefully. The concept of cultural pluralism was conjured up by
.Kallan (1915) as an ideal to counteract the unrealistic constraints of a
total assimilation mentality. Although this concept has been in existence
for over a half a century,' it is only now becoming a political reality
(Greenbaum 1974). The reason for this slow development is clearly docu-
by Greenbau whq notes that only recently have the various minority groups
countered t power structure of those who have either implicitly or ex-
plicitly adv cated an ideology,of total assimilation. According to most
findings in tne area of community power(Hawley and Wirt, 1974; Ricci, 1971),
the use of power is reciprocal in that those who are subjected to the abuse
of it are guilty by acquiescence. As Jacobson (1972) notes, poWer
costly and is only used on those who do not fight back. Whenever there
is a counter-forge, the power structure is proportionately attenuated.
Hence, it is because of-thi;requalization of powers that the ling ideol-
ogy has been severely lessened and is being replaced by a new fro rk
of cultyf al plupalism.

Another model.of language planning is that of cultural democracy.
This view was presented by Drachsler (1920) and has recently found favor
among some scholars in bilingual education (Ramirez and
What Drachsler ehvisioneliwas a time in America when peo
to choose their own life styles, i.e., they would be ab
a personal level as to whether or not they wish to rema
the mainstream culture or return to their ethnic encla

Castaneda, 1974),
le would be free
to determine on

n in contact with
Although this

liberal view is idyllic, it is, nevertheless, completely unrealistic poli
tically at this time. First there, must be a solid tradition of cultural
pluralism even before the possibility of cultural democracy can be seri-
ously considered as an alternative. Hence, those who advocate such a
stafice at this time are politically naive about the realization of their
quest for a better America.

,
. .. c%

There is an unwritten and unspdken aisumptibn pat witk theradVent
JO cultUral-pluralism, many of the abuses against meritfff would vanish.
Many who advocate a move toward cultural pluralism (Save this.ifiew in mind.
Unfortunately, studies of language planning in, other countries clearly
demonstratuthat theAksue is not merely one of a policy of language
change, but also a conscious shift in the power structure. Although the
United States still represents a melting pot Ideology, it is interesting
to note that China already has aisystem of c tural pluralism and Russia
is now under an official policy of cultural d ocracy (Fishman; 1968).'
In China, for example, all citizens are reque ed to be educated in the,
Han dtalect which is the official language of the government. They may
be schooled in any of the 50 or more official languages in the country,
but they must learn the Han dialect. Now ask yourself if China is'
experiencing any greater freedom than the United States because of her:
official policy of cultural pluralism. Obviously, it is not! What
about-Russia? It allows its citizens to learn any of its 50 or more
official tongues and the government will provide both teachers and text:-
books in those languages. But, it should be asked if this highly
liberal policy of cultural democracy has brought any more freedom to its
inhabitants. What is at issue, then, is the use of(p3wer. Cultural
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pluralism per se is note the road to justice, but a fragmentation of
community power. Just how that power it to be fragmented and mani,
fested depends upon the poli ical structures involved (Cohen, 1976).
Theodore Lowi (1969; 1971) argued, for example,44 that decentraliza-
tion in the United States may ppear liberal, but it merely, obscures
legislation to local communities where policies are carried out at the
whim of the established groups.

o

.
.

Having considered the social development of lahguage planning and
bilingualism in the United States, it is now time to approach the issue
from a theoretical framework. How, in particular, does a theory of
existential sociolinguistics account for this phenomenon of changing
ideologies? An insightful approach to this problem can be found in the
works of Peter Berger and his associates (Berger, Berger, and Kellner,
1974; Berger and Luckman, 1966; Berger, 1969; Berger, 1976). They pro-
vide a theoretical framework based on the-sociology of .knowledge which
means, in essence, that not only is knowledge socially constructed, but
it is.also socially distributed. In thi 'Gesellschaft model of society
there is a'great division of labor (Durk eim, 194;,Annies, 1957) in
contrast with more tribal communities wh re the GeMinnschaft model is 0,

--the norm. The difference between these models is best understood by
-reference to the metaphor of shoe making. In the Gemeinschaft co
cial establishment, for example, each and every person is involved in,
the total creation and production of a pair ,of shoes. They must folloW
the profttion from its inceptio and add on to it until they arrive at
the final commodity. Hence, share in the total production. In

cothe Gesellschaft factory, by co l st,_each worker is separated from
the others and has been relegated only one small portion of the(total
production process. A worker, for exaMple, may merely attach the heels
onto the shoes and do nothing more. It is in this type oforganization
where alienation is a natural byproduct of the job (Schacht, 1970).
The community.mentio i the first instance shares a sense of soli-
dartty. They share the s alues, hold the same things sacred, and
all feel the same e o ions. In` the case -of the society, however, thereN,
is a greAt division labor here, as a group, people express a greater
degree-of different ion'in heir emotions, values, and the things they
hold sacrosanct. eehas'c racterized the community.concept in his
study of Thelacre (Berger, 1969), and the industrially complex
and alienated society i co-authoring of The.Homeless Mln4,(Bergir,
Berger & Xellner, 197

What is important about the division of labor in society is that
not everyone has the same knowledge ofteklity nor the same assess to

iknowledge. It must always be sen fr a particular perspective (McCall/
and Simmons, 1966). Furthermore, since knowledge is socially constructed- ,

and since. people never undergo complete socialization of rolei or identi-
ties (Hewitt, 19761, there will always begaps in what constitutes knowl=
e ge in that sociefle. However, reality.is apprehended in everyday life, ,

i terms of prearranged patterns in which language signifies one's intent'.
t rouglethe use of verbal signs, 'and typifies through the use\of labels
or names which subsume expeiences under broad socially saliertt categor-
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ties, d mediates betWeen disparate socially constructed realities
(Ber er and Luckmann, 1966). In this model of social interaction (cf.

4 Lym and Scott, 1970) conflicts over values which are salient lead to
'a th at, of one's self cilocept resulting in a state of cognitive dis-
sonan e ( Festinger, 1957). The conflict, Festinger notes, can be re-

). solved fn s veral ways: (1) There could be an avoidance reaction on
. the part.qf he person being threatened, and apparently, this'is a
common strat y for. coping with dissonance. (2) The soirce or the
threat c ld attenuated by some form of devaluation. Thi 4s a.
form of rojOtion whereby the opponent is made to seem less an human
in ones eyes.' (3) The person being threatened could, acquie ce and
acce t the new form of social reality. .(This approach,it sh ld be
no d is rare. ,Fpr Piaget (Gruber and, ifeneche, 1977), hOwever, thisis the only modW of operation and this is a major weakness in his
th ory. (4) There could be a state .of anxiety in ich the one being -,
th eatened emains in a double bind,only to experience further alien-

0P '
ation and a. xiety.

. r
netc?

--71
erger a kmann (1966) argue' when iTombers of a soci6

shay a communityof interest,-they tend to.fdom roups which seek
form-of identity through rituals.and other form f reality confirma-
tion, and labelling and accusations'of deviance. a means of reality
maintenance. In the case of the ideology of tot assimilation, this
was a community of interest that dominated. the a rarian society of the
time (Hofstadter, 1955). The values of the White Anglo Saxon Protes-
tants, and covertly also Male,,,because the power structure ideology,
in p rt, because the ritish 'ere brought into America as high salaried
and uch needed texti e'wOkers' who shared a similar afitural heritage
,an linguistic abilit es. Their adv tages over other imigrant *groups
were enormous. HoWeve , as a domin nt.group they began to use their -
power to legitimizestheir value system. After all, this is one of the

'I privileges of power. Itenhbles those in c and to label Others as
deviant (Becker, 1973), to socialize in the orm of-role models
(Hewitt; 1976roto define time tracks and s tial parameters (Lyeen, .

and Cott, 1970), and to administer through power. elite (Mills,- 1950".
Those who are being labelled at-deviant-by the power. structure soon
come,to accept their new self concepts, and enter into a fataaistic
time tick (Lymitnmemd-Scott, 1970). Over the last two decades, and
particularly during the 60s, Ameri a underwent a radical change in
consciousness (Berger, Berger, and ellner, 1974) which soon materi-
alized in the 'form of political act on such as Black Power, Bronze
Power, etc. It is because of this upsurge in new quests for power,-
that the advent of cultural pluralism became visible on'thq horizons
of language planning groups; thereby creating the new plurdlism
(Greenbaum, 1974).

THE LANGUAGE OF dPPRE SION '\

At the' other end of the spectruni of guAge and politics there
is the covert and insidious use of Tingu ge as a means of institutional
labelling And symbolfc)control. Examp s abound in this area,'but one

.;?
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of the more infeAmative uses Of'political a ymbolism can be found in Mein'
° Kampf (Hitltr, 1924) whete the unsuccessfu revolt of the Putsch war in
1923 is dismissed and where it is decided that Hitler was no longer to
risk a physical war when the power of symbolism could accomplish control
far more effecti ly. The tactic which Hitler employed Ss now recognized

vti

as,.8-commoh tacti in labe-ling theory (Becker, 1973). His first act
was to redefine. ose.who he considered to be his enemies. He called
Ahem creatures. Now this term may not warrant concern. It appears inno-
cently as almost a nbn-pejorative label. However, once it became clear
,to the Jews what Hitler meant by this term, it immediately grew as an
ominous term.. As Hitler specified, creatures are those who must be
treated like parasites
-The)/ are everywhere.
pressed. They must b
can only be detdcted
;tion. Needless to
OV troops. The use of Ian
now a part of the disma hi

vermin, and other bacili. They cannot be seen.
ence, they warran separation. They must be sup- /
eradicated. And since they

el;
are invisible they

those who'.are specially trained ''their detec-
ion., the last comment by Hitler refer to his ,

uage for public lab- in this.c se is

1

ope.
.

. ,

'The i guage of white racism provides another instance o llb 11
Slave-owners found'it necestary to convince themselves and other' t1
slaves were inferior. -After they convinced themselves, they triedto
clear their odkio4ness by convincing other Americans,10nd finally,
the irony of it all, they also were compelled to make the slaves believe 71

that they wereinf rick'. They called them heathens,jwhich i a highly
,/ overt religious so iety is a mark of an outsider. They al called them

savagts, and animal,. ity me& of thqdraaws, in part' the Dred
Scott'decisibn of 1857, they helped to institutional' r ism in thit

,country. In addition, they created laws against in to ar cage across
racial bounderie . These miscegination laws have'.only ecently been '

'repealed as unc pstitutional. 0

In the area of Indian derision, the same
'found. The Native Americans were defined As

j.

inds of
vages'.'

abelling_gan be
They were sepa-

rsted'at such a great social distance that they were, t even cOsidered
to be in the same sotietal.framcPrk. AY were dep yed-of thtir
citizenship and itAWas only with ;.--gttc-Arcend to the Constitution 4,

that citizenship was reinstated. At-the turn'of the century, there Was
a movement to civilize those very Indians who were the,victims of deri-
sion. They were made to attend schobls-for savages, give up.their
Indian names, and-learn about the new America of the whitempAN

A-.

In the area of language and sexism, the arguments have become a
little more subtle.' The labelling has taken the dimensions of marked,
nest theoilf..11he normal and regular state of affairs for example,
*as .14: kedrbutthat which deviated from the norm was considered to
be, lexically. A nursqp as a case in point, is unmarked for
fe r yk..41-1.ge yet. A male.nUrsef on the other ha is definitely: normal
as ta. defined by society. This tacit use f language has en
discussed by Lakbff (1975) and others. It is interesting to note, how,
ever, that in. terms of the social-history of the United States, the

10
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concept of the male as,a leader, positive role figure, etc., was un-
marked. Women did not have the right to vote, and only gradually won
that battle only to find other battles regarding who could or could not
assume high political office. ,

Finally, in the area of the government's yse of language for manage- ,

ment impression,"the most glartNg case can be found in the change.of the"
Department of War to the Department of Defense after the Second World

'

War. .The.implication, Of-course, i,. that America i no onger fighting
a war, but defending itself. 'Thi use of'political p aganda was merely
a carry over of the philosophy of the Creel, Commissio which was estpb- ,

lished after the First World War o rebuild the imag f America (Gerson,
. 1977). Hence, Watergate, (Rank, 75) is not a new tra ition in American

politics.' There has'always bee euphemisms for acts of cruelty during
r time, and there has always ncaVerselling'of positive images to

save face and guarantee a re n,of the incumb ts.4

When these abuses of language are viewed w thin the proposed odel
of existential sociolinguistics, an interesting discovery is, made. These
rqsuses are not the exception, they are the rule. The only difference is
one of degree and not kind. For a better Understanding of why this should'
be the case,,consider the conflict model of social Interaction proposed
by Lyman and Scott (1970). They claim as a part of their theory that Con-
flict is normal. In this way, they differ substantially from. the drama-
turgic model of Goffman (1959). This difference is highlighted by their-
choice of the first candidate fdritfie sociology of the absurd, Niccolo
Machievelli. They agree with him,that life consists largely of deception,
lies, and broken promises, and 4iot people -must e made to believe in
illusions. ,Since the world has a objective and'absOlute meaning, they
argue, one must impute meaning on to these illusions. They must con-
struct their own social lities from the various fragmented expres-
sionp and memories whi they c across in encounte s,'episodes, and
situations. Language for them en, is the mechan 'by which desires
can be symbolized an oommunicated as in the case of nagement im-
pression (Goffman, 1959), interaction rituals (Ber r nd Luckmann,
190), and public behavior. Whether-they are deeping with face games,,
relationship games, exploitation games, ar info ation controlk the
nature of 4onflict, anxiety, and existehtial.A st,aways figures prom-
nently fn the foreground.

1 Iv

Llbelling in the view of Lyman and Scott (1970) provides a way of
-creating boundary markers and maintenance markers so as to distingulih
the insiders from the outsiders. They see the various domains of sociai\\.,4
also in terms of such markers and their territories. The public domain,. '

for ex ple, is that(which has been legitimized and defined as rgsi-
the ruling idedfogy. In direct opposition to this mak,' g off of

space is the private tetritor which is controlled by the, individual,
and in between these weextre s are the intdractional territories
where minor Met, ish s are fou t constantly to maintain en enclosure
and reject newc
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Language use, Lyman and Scott note, are 'accounts that people give
for social action. Excuses, for example, are used when an action is
admitted to be wrong but the responsibility-is distinctly denied.
Justifications are used when'thefesponsibili.ty for an action is ac-
cepted, but the pejorative connote ions of the deed are denied as a

1,11-

means of face savi (Goffman, 195 . They anlp discuss haw accounts .

.

are avoided by -Opeals to mystffica ion ("It's Oong story and too cdm-.
plicated"), r erral strategies ("101 John about it, he is.the special-
ist"), and t e switchi g identity ("Well, I guess you really don't

,know me. I am not lik that").- ...r

Before dealing wi h the examples of labelling; the concept of
. "

deviance needs to be e licated. Becker (1973) has argued qufte suc-
'cessfully that defiance is not a trait which is intrinsic to one's
personality. There is n "bad seed" theoryLof deviance. Lemert (195W
is inconsonance th 'di s assessment and has argued independently that
deviance is not a qu to be found i person. Many people, he
notes, break social rules and are_not(labelled as deviant. Further-
more, many people are deViant by all ftandards but are not labelled so
by the members of their!sspiety. Hence, deviant,acts depend on how
people react to them (Kftsuse,°1962). An interesting account of how
deviance works can be found in the writings of Matinowski (1926) -where
he discusses the death of Kimaisi,e a 16 year.bld Trobiand Islander: ....

One day while walking 'along the beach, Malinowski saw
young Trobiand Islander fall from the height of a coconut
tree to his death. He was ditssed in-formal regalia and

o appeared to have-slipped and met with this 'accidental
death. k Later, at Vie funeral, Malinowski noticed the,
hostility between the two factions of K4mai'i's family
versus another group. Upon closer'examination, he learn-
edithat Kimai'i had brafien the rule of exogamy and was
having an affair with his maternal cousin (i.e., the
daughter of his mother's sister). Of course, everyone
knew about the affair, and so this perp)exed Malinowski
even more. Finally, he learned that his rival for the
girl's love had openly accused him of incest within the
hearing range of the whole tribe. Kimai'i was publically(
accused. He was shamed! There were only two alternatives
open to him. iHe could remain among the members of the
tribe labelled as a deviant or he could escape. -He chose
to escape by death. sr

What this account clearly demonttrates isthat deviancelis a social art.!
It requires a moral entrepreneur and others who enforce the accusation.
Becker 11,A ciaracterized four kinds.of deviant behavior:

Obedient Behavior Breaking Behavior

Perceived as
Deviant FALSELY AC

.4-
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. Obedient Behavior Rule BrealcingBehavior. - I)
. a

Im ag

Not Perceived ,, , ,, . '

.

as Ddviant - ' P- 'cONFORMING . ,
-: ,SICREIDEVIANT'

.

.- ..- ,.
. ; 7 7, .-- ,, -4 - ....

,Of particular interest are,the categgriei of
,
-FALSELY.CCUSED and SECRET it

DEVIANT.: The former usually turn out to the tile plinority. groups who
. have been devalued-by the moral entrepreneurs. 146st-of the examples

discUssed earlier fit into this category. The secret deviants Ore
usually the privileged classes whose eecentricities are extused be-
cause they are.the holders of power, and are,able to label othtrs
rather than be labelled themselves. They are usually the moral entre- -/

preneurs. ', l'
'

..,..,

Becker's discussion of moral entrPreneurs and enforcers are of
special concern to educatorrtecause trey are the tacit enforcers of the
system. They are the upholders of someone else's4tdeology. Enforcers,,
Becker notes, are merely trying to keep their lob l% They feel obligated
to demonstrate that some problem exists and'that they are well on their
way t9wasid controlling it. 'Such enforcement, it should be noted, is
always applied differently to different people and in different situa-
tions. After all, once the crusading act becomes institutionalized, the
social 'enforcer merely-wants to dembnstrate its existence as a problem;
Of course, personal biases, and interpersonal relations of.power (Jacob-
son, 1972) direct the nature of this enforcement in favor of the powerful
and the mainstream and against the powerless and the minorities. This
situation is documented by Roy (1952) in his study of accepted violations
among union and management workers. When there is an equalization of
power,-he wrttes, one grouillogillpot publically call attention to the
wrong doings of the other.rHence% if both groups share a balance of
power, they also share a balance of goals and interests in-the name of
self-preservation. '

..!

'Now, consider the abuses of language mentioned earlier in this sec-
tion of the'language of oppression. How can they be explained. From gai

the point of view of Lyman and Scott (1970), they are extensions of a y "
highly active conflict situation in which language is used to establish
boundary markers to protect the ingroup from outsiders who do not share
their community of interesthe tactics employed by Its_th:ho label
others as.deviant, they note, are not much different f normal
uses of extdes, justification and other kinds of verbal accounts of
social interaction. In the fr ework of Berger and Luckmann (1966),

1
the spreading ideology of one 7 oup to maintain power over others is
manifested in the use of Labe s and rituals to maintain one's social
reality and to proselytize others to their beliefs so that they can
find safety in numbers. The most interesting account of deviance, how-
ever, is that of Becker (1967) who-views labelling as a means of human
devaluation. What is missing in all ,of these studies, and this fact is
surprising considering the sophisti tion of the literature, is the
nature of the devaluation process w thin the framework of cognitive

i :?
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dissonancy (Festingeri:1957). After'one haS tried to void a thilat from
n _

outside of the group, the next step is to try aftd mizeithe)cost of
the accusation by demeaning others or, devaluing the.source of the threat.
In this regard, the'kinds of labels used to stigmatize others-can.be in-
-formative as they provide insight into the kind of self concept the group
wishes to,front as their. persona. In the Western cultures, for example,
the value of intelligence is an over-riding factor tn one's self concept.
As a consequence, those who are devalued are frequently referred to in

-erotic terThs or with reference to bodibt functions. Humanity is another
cherished term and those who hold this(as(i salteAt characteristic of
their own group refer to those whom they despise as animals, savages,
etc.. The religious Self-concept is manifested inthe use of the term
"heathen" and 'pagan".and the priority of adulthoodhaits counterpart
in such labels as boy, girl, and-chil. Finally, national pride founds
its pejorative label in such terms as alien, foreigner, and outsider.

GOOD BAD
InterTience Erlotica,-Fidily functions
Humane Animal, savage, vermin, microbe
Religious Heathen, pagan
Citizen Alien, foreigner ;

What this chart demonstrates is not only that there is a rationale behind
labelling and deviancy, but that there is also a structure to the whole
process. The,kinds of hatred expressed by whites against blacks in this
country, for example, is similar in structure and intent tovthe kinds of
labels used-by Protestants against Catholics in Ireland.

CONCLUSION

The areas of language planning and the language of oppression have
been discussed within the theoretical framework of existential socio-
linguistics. This tradition has been contrasted with the contemporary
models of positivism with its assumptions about constancy, and quantifi-
cation. The proposed model, by contrast, brings in social history,
intent, consciousness, and'other extensions.of the data and combines
them into a methodology of hermeneutics" ,These new perspectives. not
only ask different questions about how language is used in social
terms, but it also makes radically different claims about how language
is legitimized by the power elite who wild community power, and how
people are socialized into external pat tens of recognizable behavior
which are imbued with salient values.

The explanatory power of this model is also greatly enhanced. It
enables us to account for many of the basic concepts regarding pluralism
within the discipline of political science, it provides.a coherent treat-
ment of such sociological endeavors as labelling theory, neo-symbolic
interactionism, the sociology of knowledge, and phenemenological sociol-
ogy. Although all of these-areas may not immediately appear to be,
related to the politics of language, they are. Language planning is,
after all, a political act. This term is usually conceived of in pejo-

-14
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rative terms, but politics can also be deffned as'an interested group of
people who share a community of interest and,which to effec uage change
in their behalf. If there is a more sinister use to polit cs, however,
it can be fountwithin the rubric of the language of oppr' sion. How-
ever, as Lyman and Scott:0970) admonish, these characte stics are also
to be found in the normal', ever day, use of language, ter all, people
do stage a froht (Goffman,4959 ), they do argue for ce tain vested in=
terests (Bern,' and LUckmann, 1966), and they do,participate in boundary
maintenance as a means of avoiding ,cognitive dissonance (Festinger, 1957):

Traditional linguistic theory Is restricted 6
.

the forpalism of
, mathematics (Chomsky, 1957), and thlories built on the parameters of the
sentence in some idealized social context (Labov, 1972). Although there-,
is the illusion'of safety and comfort in this approach, th's tradition

g)

fails to relate, to the larger parameters in which language plays a
restricted role. Hence, there is a definite,need for lin uists to con-
tinue to investigate how language is used politically, socially, and
psychologically. In particular, more research needs to be done in the
areas of symbolic interactionism, social ,psychology, cognitive sociology,
and existential sociolinguistics. .

o
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